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Abstract—We examine the impact of the loss recovery mechanism on the
performance of a reliable multicast protocol. Approaches for loss recov-
ery in reliable multicast can be divided into two major classes: centralized
(source-based) recovery and distributed recovery. For both classes we con-
sider the state of the art: For centralized recovery, an integrated transport
layer scheme using parity multicast for error recovery (hybrid ARQ type
2) as well as timer-based feedback suppression. For distributed recovery,
a scheme with local data multicast retransmission and feedback processing
in a local neighborhood. We also evaluate the benefits of combining the two
approaches into distributed error recovery with local retransmissions us-
ing a type 2 hybrid ARQ scheme. The schemes are evaluated for up to106

receivers under different loss scenarios with respect to network bandwidth
usage and completion time of a reliable transfer. We show that using dis-
tributed error recovery with type 2 hybrid ARQ gives best performance in
terms of bandwidth and latency. For networks, where local retransmission
is not possible, we show that a centralized protocol based on type 2 hybrid
ARQ comes close to the performance of a protocol with local retransmis-
sions.

Keywords—Reliable Multicast Protocol, Error Control, ARQ, FEC, Per-
formance Evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D
ATA dissemination applications such as software updates,
distribution of movies or newspapers require reliable data

transfer from one sender to many receivers. The requirements
for reliable multicast communications vary widely, depending
on the application and network scenarios. A large number of
protocols providing reliable multicast services for different ap-
plications have been presented and can be expected to co-exist in
the future. The approaches differ, among others, by the various
error control mechanisms used. Several taxonomies were pre-
sented to classify the different multicast protocols (see [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5]). With respect to participation of group members in
multicasterror recovery, protocols can be classified as:
� Centralized error recovery (CER) allows retransmissions
exclusively to be performed by the multicast source, referred
to also assource-based recovery.
� Distributed error recovery (DER) allows retransmissions
potentially to be performed by all multicast members. The bur-
den of recovery is decentralized over the whole group.

Distributed error recovery can further be sub-classified (see
Figure 1). If neighboring nodes in the multicast routing tree
are organized asDER groups, within which retransmissions are
performed locally, we refer togrouped DER. The absence of
local groups is referred to asungrouped DER, where retrans-
missions can be performed byany node in the tree to theglobal
multicast group.
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Fig. 1. Classification of multicast error recovery techniques

Existing protocols and classifications can be mapped to our
classification scheme in agreement with what their authors clas-
sified them as. Further, there are no conflicts with other exist-
ing classifications ([3], [4]). RMTP [6] is based on a hierarchi-
cal structure with local groups, each with a designated receiver
that performs retransmissions. RMTP is a grouped DER pro-
tocol. SRM [7] allows retransmissions potentially by all nodes
and proposes extensions for local recovery. Hence, SRM is an
ungrouped DER protocol in our classification. In the case of
the extension, SRM is a grouped DER protocol. In NP [8] only
the multicast source can perform retransmissions, so NP can be
classified as CER. MESH [9] is a DER protocol that incorpo-
rates both local and global recovery. SHARQFEC [10] can be
classified as grouped DER protocol.

Error recovery mechanisms either retransmit original data or
transmit parity data for loss recovery. We refer to the latter as
hybrid ARQ . In [8] two types of hybrid ARQ are introduced:
layered FEC, where parity transmission is performed in an extra
layer below the transport layer, andintegrated FEC, where par-
ity transmission is integrated into the transport layer. We refer
to layered FEC ashybrid ARQ type 1 and tointegrated FEC
ashybrid ARQ type 2 .

It is shown in [8] that transmission of parity has excellent
scaling properties for large receiver groups. Parity transmission
leads to a significant reduction of the number of total transmis-
sions compared to retransmission of original data.

At the sender,h parity packets are coded, for example with a
Reed Solomon code [11], from a group ofk original data pack-
ets forming atransmission group (TG).The reception ofany k
out of thosek+ h packets is sufficient to reconstruct thek orig-
inals. A parity packet can repair the loss ofany original packet.
When multicast to several receivers, a single parity packet can
repair the losses of several distinct original packets at different



receivers.
Several comparisons between generic protocols of the DER

class and the CER class exist. In [3], it is shown that DER
protocols are superior to CER protocols concerning throughput,
when both protocols use original packet retransmission. In [12]
a grouped DER and a modified ungrouped DER protocol are
compared and better performance is obtained for the grouped
DER protocol. In [10] the SHARQFEC protocol (grouped DER)
is compared to a CER protocol (both featuring parity transmis-
sion recovery). It is shown that for a fixed network topology
with 113 receivers DER has superior bandwidth performance
compared to CER. Latency issues as well as the influence of
network and transmission mode parameters on all results are
not considered in [10]. In [13] CER and DER protocols with
optimizations have been compared regarding buffer size require-
ments and bandwidth. The results presented there underline our
results. However, latency is not considered.

CER protocols are attractive since they are easier to deploy
than DER protocols and require less functionality from the re-
ceivers and the network (no multicast retransmission capability).
The findings about hybrid ARQ type 2 [8] in the context of mul-
ticast make us reconsider CER protocols. In the following we
will compare a CER protocol based on hybrid ARQ type 2 to a
grouped DER protocol with respect to bandwidth consumption
and completion time for a reliable transfer. We also investigate
how parity transmission for error recovery improves the perfor-
mance of a grouped DER protocol.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents our net-
work model for the comparison. Section III describes the pro-
tocols. Section IV gives the bandwidth consumption analysis.
Section V compares the respective bandwidth performance re-
sults of the protocols considering various loss scenarios. Section
VI gives the latency behavior analysis for the protocols. Section
VII compares the protocols’ latency performance results with
respect to various loss scenarios. Section VIII presents a sum-
mary of the results and our conclusions.

II. M ODEL

We are looking at1:R communication. The multicast rout-
ing tree is created by some multicast routing algorithm. We
consider loss due to buffer overflows in network nodes of the
tree. In our simplified tree structure, one logical link represents
several physical hops. We assign loss properties to each of the
logical links in the tree model and refer to this as link loss. The
spatial loss correlation among receivers that leads to several re-
ceivers losing the same packet, is given by the topology of the
tree model shown in Figure 2. The first tree level consists of
one logical link, thesource link (1 physical hop), connecting
the multicast source to a backbone router. Loss on the source
link is experienced by all receivers (shared loss). At the sec-
ond tree level, we haveG backbone links (wb physical hops
each) leading toG DER nodes.1 The DER nodes are connected
by Z receiver links (1 physical hop each) to the receivers that
are located at the leaves of the tree. Therefore the tree connects
R = G �Z receivers to the source. The tree is similar to the one

1By assigning a variable number of hops to the backbone links, we can later
examine the influence of larger backbone parts on the performance.

in [12], which is based on loss measurements for Internet mul-
ticast [14]. It was shown there that loss occurs mainly on the
source link and on the receiver links while backbone loss is neg-
ligible. We can model such a loss pattern by assigning no loss
to backbone links. The tree and the loss models we propose can
also accommodate findings from [15], which will be explained
along with the results in Section V and Section VII.
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Fig. 2. Tree model.

Figure 2 shows the tree model for DER, whereZ receivers
connected to the same backbone link belong to one localDER
group. Each DER group constitutes a separate multicast group
and theDER nodeat the end of a backbone link can perform re-
transmissions to the local DER group. The CER topology is the
same, with the single difference that only one multicast group
exists that connects all receivers to the source. Local groups do
not exist and DER nodes are just internal nodes that only per-
form routing of multicast packets. To show the influence of loss
patterns, we will examine different loss scenarios:
� homogeneous independent losswith packet loss probability
p only on the receiver links.
� heterogeneous independent lossonly on the receiver links.
We examine two sub-scenarios:intra-group heterogeneous
loss, where in each of the DER groups a fractionfh of theZ
receivers experiences high loss with probabilityph, the rest low
loss with probabilityp. With inter-group heterogeneous loss,
DER groups consist exclusively either of high loss receivers or
of low loss receivers. There is a fractionfh of high loss groups
among theG DER groups. Due to the higher average loss that
receivers see, the heterogeneous scenario cannot be compared
quantitatively to the other scenarios. However, the scenario is
sufficient for the derivation of qualitative results for the influ-
ence of heterogeneous loss.
� shared source link losswith a homogeneous loss probability
p0 on the source link and all receiver links. The loss probability
p0 is calculated such that the loss probability that each receiver
sees isp. This allows for the analysis of the influence of shared
loss compared to homogeneous independent loss.
� burst loss influence is briefly discussed according to results
from [8].

Our loss scenarios take into account the measurements of In-
ternet multicast loss done by Handley [15]. It was found that a
fraction of the receivers experiences relatively high loss (hetero-
geneous independent loss scenario). Two main overlaying loss
patterns were found: a receiver correlated high loss, caused by
a small number of shared lossy links (shared source link loss
scenario) and an independent loss noise pattern (homogeneous
independent loss scenario). In [15] it was also shown that, ex-



cept for periodic high loss patterns, due to assumed routing in-
stabilities in parts of the network, burst loss patterns are largely
insignificant.

We assume a constant total Round Trip Time (RTT) from the
source to any receiver. Further we assume a constant and equal
propagation delay for one physical hop, independent of the po-
sition in the tree. Considering the variable numberwb of hops
on the backbone links, we get for each physical hop a delay of
d = RTT

2�(2+wb)
.

III. PROTOCOLS

Both, for CER and DER, we examine generic protocols in
each class with characteristics that have been shown to give, up
to this day, the highest performance for this class. We define one
protocol featuring hybrid ARQ type 2 and one featuring plain
ARQ within both, the CER and the DER class.

All protocols feature the following characteristics:
� Receiver-based loss detection with negative acknowledg-
ments (NACK), realized by ordered transmission with gap de-
tection.
� (Re-)transmissions of original or parity packets are multicast
globally (CER), or within the respective DER group.
� One Application Data Unit (ADU), consisting ofN packets,
is partitioned intotransmission groups (TGs)of k packets each
for transmission. The sizeN of an ADU can become very large
in our protocols.k is announced to the receivers in header infor-
mation in data packets.
� Accumulated feedback (NACK) is sent by the receivers for
each TG. Feedback and poll for feedback packets are assumed
to consume neither bandwidth nor transmission time and to be
transmitted without loss.
� Transmissions and retransmissions of different TGs can be in-
terleaved in time. Interleaving improves the protocol through-
put, since the source can use the time waiting for feedback to
transmit new packets.

The CER protocols feature a timer-based feedback suppres-
sion algorithm like the one introduced in [7] and improved in
[16]. The DER nodes perform hierarchical feedback filtering in
the multicast tree.

For hybrid ARQ type 2, parity packets are coded on demand.
We used the encoder introduced in [17] and [18] and found that
coding delays are negligible (for the measurement result see
Section VII). The coder uses Reed-Solomon codes and the cod-
ing algorithm has a complexity ofO(k2). With the recently in-
troduced Tornado codes [19], the coding complexity is reduced
toO(k). This renders coding delay irrelevant.

A. Protocol C (CER with hybrid ARQ type 2)

Protocol C is a CER protocol featuring hybrid ARQ type 2.
The source multicasts the data packets to all receivers. Accu-
mulated feedback for a TG is sent by a receiver on reception of
a poll for feedback. Due to the ability of a parity packet to re-
cover any packet of a TG lost by an arbitrary receiver, only the
maximum number of lost packets at any receiver is required as
feedback. If a receiver needs to send feedback at all, is decided
by the feedback suppression algorithm with exponential timers
[16] (explained in more detail below). The transmission of a TG
of k packets is done the following way:

The multicast source (For each TG):
1. Sends thek original packets of the TG; a poll for feedback is
piggybacked with the last transmitted packet of the TG to indi-
cate the end of the TG.
2. If the feedback from the receivers indicates that less thank

packets are received by any receiver,amax new parity packets
are generated and transmitted.amax is the maximum number of
additional parity packets needed at any receiver to reconstruct
the k original packets. Again, a poll for feedback is piggy-
backed.
3. Step 2 is repeated until no feedback about missing packets is
received anymore within a certain timeout interval.
The receiver (For each TG):
1. Original and parity packets of a TG are buffered.
2. If k or more packets of a TG, be it parity or data packets,
have been received, thek original packets are decoded and sent
to a higher layer.
3. If less thank packets have been received and a poll for feed-
back for the TG is received, the receiver calculates the number
of additional parity packets required. If the feedback suppres-
sion algorithm decides that the receiver sends feedback, the re-
ceiver will globally multicast its NACK indicating the number
of missing packets.
4. Step 3 is repeated until at leastk packets of the respective TG
have been received.

The feedback suppression algorithm presented in [16] decides
whether or not a receiver has to send feedback in the following
way: When a receiver joins the multicast group, the one-way de-
lay OTT between sender and receiver is estimated. Upon recep-
tion of a request for feedback, each receiver schedules a timer in
an interval that depends on the estimated OTT between sender
and receiver. Feedback is sent in two cases: if the timer expires
before reception of a feedback message of another receiver, or
a received feedback message from another receiver indicates a
lower number of lost packets than at the current receiver. The
feedback message stating the number of additionally required
packets is multicast to the entire group. Additional recovery la-
tency is introduced through timer-based feedback suppression
(see Section VI). The parameters of the feedback suppression
mechanism [16] are chosen such that the expected number of
feedback messages arriving at the source is in the worst case
equal to the number of receivers in a DER group in our tree
model (see Section VI).

B. Protocol CnoFEC (CER with ARQ)

We define a generic CER protocol with the same characteris-
tics as protocol C, but instead of parity retransmission,CnoFEC
uses data retransmission.CnoFEC is introduced to show that
CER protocols profit more from hybrid ARQ type 2 than do
DER protocols. We will not provide any further analysis for this
protocol, since it can easily be derived from the analysis of C
and D1.

C. Protocol D1 ( grouped DER with ARQ)

We define D1 as grouped DER protocol withdata retransmis-
sion (ARQ). The source is a group leader for all the internal DER
nodes in the tree model (Figure 2). The DER nodes in turn are
group leaders for the receivers at the leaves. Protocol D1 works



in a store-and-forward manner. The first transmission is done
by the source to all nodes in the multicast tree. Thereafter, er-
ror recovery only for the DER nodes, which constitute an extra
multicast group, is performed. A DER node does not perform
error recovery for its local DER group, which constitutes an-
other multicast group, until it has received all packets of a TG
from the source. Error recovery for the receivers is performed
in parallel for the different DER groups. Feedback messages
and retransmissions are restricted to the respective groups, such
that the maximum number of feedback messages to be processed
by any group leader is equal to the number of group members.
We assume a hierarchical feedback filtering mechanism in the
upper tree levels to reduce the number of feedback messages,
while introducing negligible delay. The transmission of a TG of
k packets is done the following way:

The multicast source (For each TG):
1. Sends thek original packets of the TG and a poll for feedback
to all nodes in the tree (global multicast).
2. On the reception of feedback (NACKs) from the DER nodes,
the corresponding packets are retransmitted from the source to
the DER nodes (scope restricted multicast), again with a poll for
feedback.
3. Step 2 is repeated until no missing packets are indicated any-
more by the DER nodes.

The DER node/ the receiver (For each TG):
1. Original packets of a TG are buffered.
2. On the detection of a loss and reception of a poll for feed-
back, a NACK is sent (unicast to the source or the DER node
respectively), indicating the sequence numbers of the missing
data packets.
3. Step 2 is repeated until the TG is fully received. In the case of
a DER node, loss recovery for the receivers is now performed.

D. Protocol D2 (grouped DER with hybrid ARQ type 2)

D2 is identical to D1 except for the fact that parities are used
for error recovery, the same way as for protocol C. In most cases,
parity packets received by the DER nodes from the source are
sufficient for error recovery at the receivers as well. If additional
parity packets have to be coded, the additional delay is negligi-
ble and will thus not be considered. In any case, a DER has to
wait until the full TG is received, just as with protocol 1.

IV. BANDWIDTH ANALYSIS

Table I summarizes the variables and notation that will be
used for the bandwidth analysis.

We define the bandwidthB as the bandwidth consumed by a
multicast packet2 per link, averaged over all links in the multi-
cast tree [20]. The bandwidth of a multicast packet in a multi-
cast groupi is the product of the numberMi of transmissions
per packet (original and retransmissions) and the numberHi of
links traversed. GivenH = R+wb �G+1 links in total, where
wb is the number of physical hops in a backbone link as defined
in Section II, theaverage bandwidth of a multicast packet per
link is:

E[B] =
1

H

X
i

E[Mi] �Hi (1)

2We assume feedback and poll for feedback packets to consume no band-
width.

TABLE I

IDENTIFIERS FORBANDWIDTH AND LATENCY ANALYSIS

Id Meaning
B Average bandwidth consumed by a multicast

packet per link
fh Fraction of high loss receivers among all re-

ceivers
FX(x) = P (X � x) (Cumulative Probability distri-

bution of the random variable X)
G Number of Backbone links
H total number of links in the multicast tree
k Number of packets in a TG
L number of additional packets (NOAP) required

by all receivers
Lr NOAP required by a random receiver
Lrh NOAP required by a random high loss receiver
M Number of transmissions per packet (NOTPP)
MC NOTPP for protocol C
MD1;G NOTPP to all DER nodes for D1
MD1;Z NOTPP to Z receivers from a DER node for D1
MD2;G NOTPP to all DER nodes for D2
MD2;Z NOTPP to Z receivers from a DER node for D2
N Number of packets in one ADU
p Packet loss probability
ph Packet loss probability for high loss receivers
p0 Packet loss probability in the shared loss case
R Number of receivers in the multicast group
wb Number of physical hops in a backbone link
Z Number of group members in a DER group

As a base for comparison of performance of the CER and
DER protocols in different loss scenarios we consider the
relative bandwidth requirementsE [BD1

]=E [BCnoFEC
] and

E [BD2
]=E [BC ].

A. Protocol C

For the CER protocol C, we have only one multicast group
and all transmissions are multicast over all links. Thus we get:

E[B] = E[MC ] (2)

whereE[MC ] is the average number of transmissions per
packet required for reliable delivery to all receivers. In the fol-
lowing, a general formula forE[MC ] is derived and then evalu-
ated for the different types of loss. LetLr describe thenumber
of additional packet transmissions required by a random re-
ceiver to receive a complete TG, using parity transmission. And
letL describe thenumber of additional packet transmissions
required by all receivers, to receive the complete TG. We gen-
eralize the distributions ofL andLr and the expectations ofL
andMC given in [8]. For a fractionfh of high loss receivers
with loss probabilityph and the rest low loss receivers with loss
probabilityp we get:

FLr (l; p) =

lX
i=0

�
k + i� 1

k � 1

�
pi(1� p)k ; l � 0 (3)



FL(l; fh) = FLr (l; ph)
R�fh

� FLr (l; p)
R�(1�fh) (4)

E[L] =

1X
l=0

(1� FL(l)) (5)

E[MC ] = 1 +E[L]=k (6)

For homogeneous independent loss we can now simply evalu-
ate equation (4) asFL(l; 0), for both of the heterogeneous cases
we evaluate equation (4) asFL(l; fh). Afterwards we can cal-
culate the respectiveE[MC ] with equations (5) and (6).

For shared source link loss in our model multicast tree, no
analytical formula forE[MC ] could be derived. Therefore we
estimate the value ofE[MC ] by simulation.3 The loss with prob-
ability p seen by a receiver is kept constant. Thus,p is equally
split to a loss probabilityp0 on the source link and the receiver
link:

p0 = 1�
p
1� p (7)

B. Protocol D1

The reliable transmission of a packet from the multicast
source to theG DER nodes is done viawb �G+ 1 links and re-
quiresMD1;G transmissions per packet. From each DER node,
MD1;Z transmissions overZ links are needed to reliably trans-
mit a packet to the receivers of the local group. The bandwidth
cost for D1 is given by:

E[B] =
1

H
(E[MD1;G] � (1 + wb �G) +E[MD1;Z ] � R) (8)

With the recursive calculation method from [21] we derive a
general formula for thenumber of transmissions toZ re-
ceiversamong which there is a fractionfh of high loss receivers:

FMD1;Z
(m; fh) = (1� pmh )

Z�fh
� (1� pm)

Z�(1�fh) (9)

For homogeneous independent loss, we evaluate equation (9)
asFMD1;Z

(m; 0) and use it to calculateE[MD1;Z ] as in equa-
tion (5). Since the upper links are lossless we getE[MD1;G] = 1

and can now calculateE[B] as in equation (8).
For heterogeneous independent loss, we first consider each

recovery group to consist of a fractionfh of receivers with high
loss ph and the rest of the receivers experiencing low lossp

(intra-group heterogeneous loss). Again, we haveE[MD1;G] =

1 andE[B] can be calculated with equations (9) and (8).
We now also consider the case that a fractionfh of the groups

consists of high loss receivers exclusively and the rest of the
groups consists of low loss receivers exclusively (inter-group
heterogeneous loss). WithE[MD1;G] = 1 and equation (8) we
directly derive:

E[B] = 1 +
R

H
� fh � (E[MD1;Zh ]� 1)

+
R

H
� (1� fh) � (E[MD1;Z ]� 1) (10)

E[MD1;Z ] is the expected number of transmissions in a low
loss group,E[MD1;Zh ] the same in a high loss group. Both

3All simulations were done with MATLAB. The simulation produces sample
values forMC . E[MC] is estimated as the average of the sample values for
MC .

can be calculated by evaluating equation (9) asFMD1;Z
(m; 0)

(low loss) andFMD1;Z
(m; 1) (high loss) respectively. Both the

expectations are calculated as in equation (5).
For shared source link loss, the loss probabilityp0 in equa-

tion (7) is the same for the source link and the receiver links.
Since the number of transmissions forG DER nodes behind the
single lossy source link is the same as for only one DER node
behind the lossy source link, we get:

FMD1;G
(m) = (1� p0m) (11)

We calculateE[MD1;G] with equations (11), (5) and (8). We get
E[MD1;Z ] by evaluating equation (9) asFMD1;Z

(m; 0) while
replacingp by p0. We get the result with equations (5) and (8).

C. Protocol D2

For the DER protocol D2, the bandwidthE[B] can be derived
from equation (8) by substitutingMD2;G forMD1;G andMD2;Z

forMD1;Z . We can calculateMD2;G andMD2;Z for the case of
parity transmission analogously to the calculations for protocol
C (see equations (3) to (6)). For the independent loss scenarios
we get directly from equation (4):

FL(l; fh) = FLr(l; ph)
Z�fh

� FLr (l; p)
Z�(1�fh) (12)

For all independent loss scenarios isMD2;G = 1. For homo-
geneous independent loss we evaluate equation (12) asFL(l; 0),
calculateE[MD2;Z ] with equations (5) and (6) and the resulting
E[B] with equation (8).

For intra-group heterogeneous loss we evaluate equation (12)
asFL(l; fh) and calculateE[B] with equations (5), (6) and (8).

For inter-group heterogeneous loss we can deriveE[B] from
equation (10) by substitutingMD2;Z for MD1;Z andMD2;Zh

for MD1;Zh . We calculateE[MD2;Zh ] from equations (6)
and (5) by evaluating equation (4) asFL(l; 0) (low loss) and
FL(l; 1) (high loss) respectively.

For shared source link loss we can calculateE[B] as in equa-
tion (8). We evaluate equation (12) asFL(l; 0) with Z = 1 and
p = p0 for the shared link and asFL(l; 0) with p = p0 andZ as
a variable for the lower tree level. We can then calculate both
E[MD2;G] andE[MD2;Z ] with equations (5) and (6).

V. BANDWIDTH COMPARISON

In the following, the bandwidth requirements of the defined
protocols are evaluated. We will see howparity transmission
can diminish the performance gap between CER and DER. The
influence of the parametersk (TG size),p (loss probability),Z
(DER group size), as well as the scalability of the protocols with
the number of receiversR, is explored in the homogeneous in-
dependent loss scenario (loss only on the last hop from the DER
nodes to the receivers). The three protocols are then compared
regarding their scalability with the number of receivers for the
different loss scenarios, using the measure of relative bandwidth
requirement. Thereafter the influence of bursty loss patterns is
examined. Unless stated otherwise, a packet loss probability of
p = 0:01 4 used andR = 106 receivers are in the global multi-

4We usep = 0:01 in contrast to MBone measurements in [15]. There, it
was shown that a large portion of receivers experiences a median loss rate of
5% � p � 10%. However, as can be seen in Figure 6, the loss rate does not
substantially influence the relative performance of the protocols.
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neous loss with and without parity retransmission,p = 0:01, Z = 30,
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The rationale for our comparison is to demonstrate that CER
profits more from parity retransmission than does DER. In [3],
grouped DER with plain ARQ was shown to outperform CER
with plain ARQ in terms of throughput. The hierarchical struc-
ture of grouped DER was identified as the dominating perfor-
mance factor. The paper argued that any technique employed
in a CER protocol could also be employed with a DER proto-
col and would yield the same relative performance. We see that
this is not the case for hybrid ARQ type 2. Figure 3 shows the
bandwidth requirements of the DER protocolsD1 andD2 rela-
tive to the bandwidth requirements of the CER protocolsC and
CnoFEC . It can be seen that the relative performance of CER
to DER is improved through hybrid ARQ type 2. This is due to
the fact that protocolC serves a larger number of receivers with
one parity retransmission than protocolD2; each parity packet
can repair different losses at different receivers, an effect that is
not exploited to the same extent in the DER case, where retrans-
missions are limited to a local group. Since CER with parity
transmission has been shown to outperform CER with data re-
transmission ([8]) and DER/ARQ has been shown to outperform
CER/ARQ in [3], we will not consider protocolCnoFEC any-
more for our comparison.

In our tree model (Figure 2) we have a variable numberwb of
physical hops for the backbone links. In Figure 4, we see that
the bandwidth for protocol C is independent ofwb. This is be-
cause there is no loss on the additional backbone links and hence
the number of transmissions is not increased. Retransmissions
for protocols D1 and D2 are only performed in the DER groups
over a constant number of links, while the total number of links
in the tree increases. Hence, the bandwidth of protocols D1 and
D2 decreases slightly (max.10%). We also see that the influ-
ence ofwb on D1 and D2 diminishes with larger transmission
group sizesk. The larger the transmission group size with par-
ity transmission is, the smaller is the number of transmissions
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per packet. A larger number of backbone hops only makes a
difference for the retransmissions, which are performed locally.
Thus, the smaller the number of retransmissions per packet, the
smaller the influence of an increased number of backbone hops.
We conclude that the number of backbone hops does not have a
great influence on the relative performance of the protocols and
consider the backbone links to consist of one hop from now on.
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It can be seen in Figure 5 for different DER group sizes
Z = f10; 30; 80g that the performance of the protocols C and
D2 improves with increasing TG sizek. This is due to the fact
that a parity packet can repair the loss ofany packet out of the
TG, and that therefore a parity packet can repair the loss ofdif-
ferent packets at different receivers – an effect that increases
with the TG sizek. Due to the small number of receivers in
a DER group, D2 is not as susceptible to differences ink as pro-
tocol C (see also Figure 3). For large TG sizesk � 100 the
performance of C comes close to the performance of D2 and is
even better than the performance of D1. With the coder intro-
duced in [18], coding complexity for parity packets isO(k2).
The tradeoff between bandwidth and latency is explored in Sec-



tion VI and Section VII.
Figure 5 shows that the performance of D1 and D2 improves

with decreasingZ, since the exposure of retransmissions de-
creases with decreasing local group sizeZ. This does not
contradict Figure 3: all schemes benefit from decreasing num-
bers of receivers/group sizes. But, comparing schemes with
and without the use of parity transmission, schemes with larger
group sizes benefit relatively more from parity transmission than
schemes with smaller group sizes.

Protocol D2 performs better than D1 for all transmission
group sizes. A result that we experienced for the entire parame-
ter space. Thus, from now on, we will not consider protocol D1
anymore and exclusively compare protocols C and D2.
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We see in Figure 6 that protocol D2 with a DER group size
of Z = 30 performs better than C for all loss probabilitiesp for
TG sizes ofk 2 f7; 20; 100g. Moreover the bandwidth increase
with increasing loss probabilityp is less for protocol D2 than
for protocol C. Due to the scoped retransmissions for protocol
D2, a high loss receiver merely increases the bandwidth require-
ments in one DER group. For C, however, a receiver with high
loss dominates all receivers. In [15], measurements in current
MBone showed, that loss probabilities for large portions of the
receivers are5% � p � 10%. Figure 6 also demonstrates that
the influence of the loss rate on the relative performance of the
protocols is minor. We will usep = 0:01 from now on.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the bandwidth requirements of
protocol D2 increase quasi-linearly with the local group size
Z. Protocol D2 always performs better, or in the worst case,
as well as protocol C, for the same transmission group size. If
we choose a DER group sizeZ = 1, the performance of D2 is
independent of the TG sizek, since a retransmission for the sin-
gle receiver always holds exactly the required packets, whereas
for several receivers, unnecessary receptions are possible.

Figure 8 shows that both C and D2 scale very well in terms of
bandwidth with large numbers of receiversR. For an increase
in receivers of factor106, the bandwidth of protocol C increases
only about50% and the bandwidth for protocol D2 stays con-
stant. Since parity packets are multicast, the receiver with the
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maximum number of lost packets dominates the whole multi-
cast group. For protocol C, the maximum loss increases with
the group size. For protocol D2, the DER group sizes stay con-
stant and so do the maximum loss and hence the bandwidth in
each DER group. While protocol D2 performs better than pro-
tocol C for the whole range of numbers of receiversR, for large
transmission group sizesk = 100, the performance difference
is very small (see also Figure (5)).

B. Other loss scenarios

We are now going to compare the relative bandwidth perfor-
mance of C and D2 for large numbers of receivers for the four
different loss scenarios (Figure 9). For the homogeneous inde-
pendent loss scenario, we havep = 0:01. For the two hetero-
geneous independent loss scenarios, for90% low loss receivers
the loss probability staysp = 0:01, whereas the10% high loss
receivers see a loss probability ofph = 0:25. As we showed
before (Figure 8) protocol C comes close to the performance of
protocol D2 forhomogeneous independent loss.
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Looking at intra-group heterogeneous loss compared toho-
mogeneous independent loss, the performance of protocol D2
improves relative to C. This effect is more pronounced for
smaller transmission group sizes. For protocol C, the receiver
with the highest loss determines the number of parities trans-
mitted to all receivers. For protocol D2, only one DER group is
affected.

Of all loss scenarios,inter-group heterogeneous loss gives the
highest performance advantage of protocol D2 relative to C. The
property of D2 to restrict local retransmissions to the DER re-
covery group has even more impact than in the intra-group het-
erogeneous case. We note that DER protocols perform better
with heterogeneous network loss characteristics. The assump-
tion of homogeneous independent loss for the exploration of the
parameter space benefits CER. However, the qualitative results
for the comparison of C and D2 stay valid.

For shared source link loss the performance of protocol C
improves minimally relative to protocol D2 compared to the ho-
mogeneous independent case. Shared loss for a group ofR re-
ceivers to which parity transmissions are multicast, can be mod-
eled by a smaller group of receivers (Rindep < R;Zindep < Z)
with independent loss ([8]). The reason for this is that only
the maximum loss among all receivers determines the required
bandwidth. Protocol C multicasts parity packets toR receivers,
protocol D2 toZ receivers. SinceZ � R, we also get
R � Rindep > Z � Zindep: the absolute (apparent) reduction
in receivers through shared loss is higher for protocol C than for
protocol D2. Protocol D2 also requires additional bandwidth on
the now lossy source link and the backbone links. This effect
is minimal however, since the group ofG DER nodes shares
all losses and thus behaves like one receiver to the source. We
note that with respect to independent homogeneous loss, shared
source link loss has negligible influence on the relative perfor-
mance of C and D2.

C. Burst loss

We will briefly examine the influence of burst loss using the
results from [8]. We look at bursty, spatially independent loss

patterns as described in [8]. It was found in [8], that for hybrid
ARQ type 2 protocols, the number of transmissions per packet is
always higher for burst loss than for independent homogeneous
loss. Moreover, the increase in transmissions with an increas-
ing number of receivers is higher with burst loss. The difference
between numbers of transmissions with burst loss and homo-
geneous loss is very small for small numbers of receivers and
large (up to60% increase for104 receivers) for large numbers
of receivers. The smaller the TG sizek , the stronger the influ-
ence of burst loss. If the TG is large enough to span several burst
loss periods, receivers essentially see homogeneous independent
random loss.

Since our bandwidth measure is directly proportional to the
number of transmissions per packet, we can directly derive con-
clusions from the results in [8]. For small TG sizesk, burst loss
brings a great disadvantage for protocol C. The bandwidth for
C increases up to60% for 104 receivers. The bandwidth for D2
increases by a very small amount and stays independent ofR.
However, if TG sizesk are large enough, receivers see a random
non-bursty loss pattern and protocol C comes very close to the
performance of protocol D2.

VI. L ATENCY ANALYSIS

Table II summarizes the notation and random variables that
are used in the latency analysis. Other variables can be found in
Table I.

Our basic performance measure for latency is thecomple-
tion time E[D] for the reliable transfer of an ADU consisting
of one TG withk packets. We define the completion time as
the time that is required to fully and successfully transmit the
ADU from the sender toall receivers. Completion time is the
duration, for which resources in the multicast tree will be occu-
pied by the transfer of the ADU. We will define a normalized
measure, theaverage completion time per packetexpressed in
multiples of RTT as to stay independent of the absolute RTT and
the total amount of data transmitted. We assume a packet size
P = 2kByte. In practice, a group ofk packets resembles the
amount of data that is typically transferred for a HTML-page in
WWW.5 Multicast latency analysis is a highly complex task. So
far, no analytical model for latency analysis of multicast parity
transmission has been presented and existing approaches solve
only parts of the problem ([22]). We will obtain our results for
the case of multicast parity transmission by simulation.

For our analysis, we do not follow the chronological order of
transmission inherent to the protocol transmission mode. In-
stead we sum up each delay contribution separately over the
whole transmission and add those to the total completion time.
We call the process from the beginning of the packet transfer
by the sender, until feedback about missing packets is received
by the sender onetransmission round. A reliable transmission
requires several transmission rounds. In each round we have ac-
count fortransmission delay(the time it takes to send the pack-
ets), thefeedback propagation delay(the time it takes from the
completion of packet emission until feedback is received by the
sender), thefeedback suppression delay(the delay for feed-
back suppression/processing) and thecoding delay (both en-

5By examining the transmission of a small amount of data we implicitly as-
sume that no interleaving of different TGs is necessary.



TABLE II

NOTATION AND RANDOM VARIABLES FOR LATENCY ANALYSIS

Id Meaning
cd Coding constant
d Propagation delay (PD) for each physical hop
di;j PD between receiveri andj
dt Parameter for feedback suppression algorithm
D Completion time (CT) for ADU transmission
Dnorm Normalized CT per packet in multiples of RTT
Dt Transmission delay
Df Feedback delay
Dfs Feedback suppression delay
Dfp Feedback propagation delay
Dc Coding delay
Dp Propagation delay
K Number of transmission rounds for reliable de-

livery (NOTR) to all receivers (TAR)
KC NOTR TAR for protocol C
KD1;S NOTR to all DER nodes for protocol D1
KD1;I NOTR TAR from all DER nodes for D1
KD2;S NOTR to all DER nodes for protocol D2
KD1;I NOTR TAR from all DER nodes for D2
Ll Number of parity packets required for decoding

of one TG
� Constant end-to-end packet throughput
�0 Parameter for feedback suppression algorithm
MD1;I NOTPP TAR from all DER nodes for D1
MD2;I NOTPP TAR from all DER nodes for D2
OTT One-way latency
P Packet size
RTT Round Trip Time

coding and decoding, if parity transmission is used). Those dif-
ferent contributions to thetotal completion timeD are denoted
by the following random variables:
� The accumulated packettransmission delay denoted byDt:
We assume a constant overall end-to-end packet throughput�,
which is determined by congestion and flow control, queuing, or
available bandwidth. Along with a constant packet throughput,
we assume the packet sizeP to be constant. Further we assume
the packet throughput to be equal and constant for all paths in
the tree model. The latency incurred for the transmission of one
packet is then given asDt =

1
�

.
� The feedback delay, denoted byDf , accounts for all delays
related to feedback. For the DER nodes, we assume the nodes
in the upper tree levels (including the DER nodes) to perform ef-
fective hierarchical feedback filtering to avoid feedback implo-
sion. Accordingly, we consider the feedback processing delay at
the source negligible and look only at theZ feedback messages
that must be processed at DER nodes. DER is given a slight ben-
efit through this. The protocol C uses a timer-based feedback
suppression mechanism ([16]) to reduce the maximum number
of feedback messages arriving at the source down toZ. Now,
both for CER and DER, on the way from a receiver to the source,
Z feedback messages must be processed (since the DER nodes

process in parallel). We can thus neglect feedback processing
in both cases. However we must account for thefeedback sup-
pression delay Dfs that is incurred by protocol C through the
feedback suppression algorithm. For both CER and DER, the
feedback propagation delay Dfp , which accounts for the addi-
tional RTTs that are incurred in each retransmission round, has
to be considered.
� Thecoding delay Dc accounts for both encoding and decod-
ing of parity packets. Parity packets are not precoded. Coding
can not be performed in parallel to waiting for feedback or trans-
mission of packets, since a complete group ofk packets must be
available before decoding can begin. We use the coding algo-
rithm introduced in [17] and [18], which has a complexity of
O(k2). Measurements on a SUN SPARC-20 with this coder
showed that coding introduces only negligible delay even for
large transmission groups. Recent developments showed that
coding complexity can be reduced toO(k) ([19]).
� thepropagation delay for the first transmission of the original
packets denoted byDp.
Equations (13) and (14) show the completion timeE[D] and
the normalized completion timeE[Dnorm] for one singleshort
ADU consisting of one transmission group ofk packets.

E[D] = E[Dt] +E[Df ] +E[Dc] +Dp (13)

E[Dnorm] =
E[D]

k � RTT
(14)

We call the intermittent transmission of original packets and re-
transmissions of different TGsinterleaving. Interleaving is an
efficient way to use waiting times due to network propagation
or coding associated with one TG, for the transmission of an-
other TG. For short ADUs, interleaving is not possible. For a
long ADU, which consists of several transmission groups,in-
terleaving is possible. Analysis was done both for short and
long ADUs. Evaluating equation (13) for long ADUs results
in a performance measure that is largely based on the number
of transmissions per packet. Thus we will not consider long
ADUs here, since the results would be qualitatively similar to
the results from the bandwidth analysis (Section V). In the cal-
culations for the DER protocols for short ADUs, we need to
consider that transmission of packets can overlap in time in dif-
ferent DER groups (horizontal parallelism).

A. Protocol C

For the transmission delay of one short ADU of sizek we get:

E[Dt] = E[MC ] �
k

�
(15)

whereMC is the number of transmissions per packet in a group
of k packets.E[MC ] for homogeneous independent loss as well
as for heterogeneous loss is calculated as shown in the band-
width analysis from equations (3)- (6).E[MC ] is estimated by
simulation for shared source link loss.

The feedback delay is given as:

E[Df ] = E[Dfs ] +E[Dfp ] (16)

whereE[Dfs ] is the feedback suppression delay andE[Dfp ] is
the feedback propagation delay. In protocol C, the timer-based



feedback suppression algorithm presented in [16] is employed.
If feedback suppression reduces the possiblyR feedback mes-
sages from all receivers to a maximum number ofZ feedback
messages, the expected feedback suppression delay is given as
derived in ([16]):

E[Dfs ] = dt

Z 1

0

�
1�

e�0m � 1

e�0 � 1

�Rl

dm (17)

�0 = log(R) + 1 (18)

dt = d � 1:2 �
�0

log (Z)
(19)

where�0 is the optimal parameter of the exponential timer dis-
tribution,dt the timer interval size,d is the average propagation
delay between random receivers andRl = p � R the expected
number of receivers willing to send feedback. In our tree model
we have homogeneous propagation delaysdi;j = 2 � (1+wb) �d

between a nodei and all nodesj that are not in the same DER
recovery group. Between nodei and the nodesj that are in
the same DER recovery group we have a propagation delay of
di;j = 2d. We calculated asd = di;j � 2 � (1 + wb) � d, which
leads to a very tight upper bound for the feedback suppression
delay.

Since the number of potential feedback senders after the first
retransmission round will be very small, we only consider the
feedback suppression delay in the first round. We use the above
calculation that applies for all loss scenarios. For theheteroge-
neous independent loss scenarios, the result will be a tight upper
bound for the feedback suppression delay. The number of poten-
tial feedback sendersRl increases through high loss receivers.
However, since we look at small fractions of high loss receivers,
the increase is neglected.

After a receiver has sent feedback, a requested parity trans-
mission can arrive at the receiver not before a full round trip
timeRTT = 2 � (2 + wb) � d. Feedback is sent after each trans-
mission round, for each transmission group. This way we get
for the feedback propagation delay:

E[Dfp ] = (E[KC ]� 1) � (2 + wb) � 2d (20)

whereE[KC ] is thenumber of transmission rounds required for
a group of packets for reliable delivery to all receivers.E[KC ]

is estimated by simulation for all loss scenarios as the average
of the sample values obtained.

To calculate the parity packet coding timeE[Dc], we use
measurements done with the coder presented in [17]. Since en-
coding and decoding time are approximately the same ([24]) we
get from [17]:

E[Dc] = 2 � k �E[Ll] � P � cd (21)

wherek is the transmission group size,P is the transport layer
packet size in kBytes andcd is a machine dependent constant.
E[Ll] = p � k is the expected number of parity packets to be
used for decoding of the transmission group. Our completion
time measure looks at the time elapsed until the last receiver
is finished. The calculation of the coding delay in equation (21)
considers a random receiver and thus gives a lower bound for the
actual coding delay. Equation (21) is valid for all loss scenarios.

For theheterogeneous loss scenarios, we consider the coding
delay to be dominated by the high loss receivers, and setp =

ph, which is again a lower bound for the latency of the slowest
receiver.

B. Protocol D1

For the transmission delay we account for two steps: the
transmission from the source to the DER nodes and from the
DER nodes to the receivers. Since the first transmission of orig-
inal data is multicast to all nodes in the tree, we do not con-
sider the additional transmission delay for the transmission of
the original packets from the DER nodes to the receivers. Some
packets may be lost on paths from the source to the DER nodes.
Retransmission of those packets from the DER nodes to the
receivers causes additional transmission delay. Since the loss
probabilityp is very small, we neglect this transmission delay.
For the total transmission delay for a TG ofk packets for trans-
mission to all receivers we get with (15):

E[Dt] = (E[MD1 ;G ] +E[MD1 ;I ]� 1) �
k

�
(22)

MD1 ;G is the number of transmissions per packet required for
reliable delivery toall of the DER nodes andMD1 ;I the number
of transmissions per packet from the DER nodes toall of theZ
receivers inall the groups. We getE[MD1 ;G ] the same way as
for the bandwidth analysis for theindependent loss scenarios as
E[MD1 ;G ] = 1, for shared source link loss with equations (11)
and (5). We will estimate the value ofE[MD1 ;I ] by simulation
for all loss scenarios.

The feedback delay for protocol D1 consists exclusively of
feedback propagation delay, since protocol D1 does not per-
form feedback suppression. We calculate the maximum feed-
back propagation delay among all receivers in all groups as:

E[Dfp ] = (E[KD1 ;S ]� 1) �(1+wb) �2d+(E[KD1 ;I ]� 1) �2d

(23)
where E[KD1 ;S ] is the maximum number of transmission
rounds required for delivery to all DER nodes andE[KD1 ;I ]

is the maximum number of transmission rounds required for de-
livery from the DER nodes to all receivers in all DER groups.
For all independent loss scenarios we getE[KD1 ;S ] = 1. For
shared source link loss we get the distribution ofKD1 ;S for a
TG of k packets with equation (11) as:

FKD1;S
(m) = (1� p0m)k (24)

E[KD1 ;S ] can then be calculated with equation (5).E[KD1 ;I ]

will be estimated by simulation for all loss scenarios.

C. Protocol D2

The transmission delay for protocol D2 can be calculated as
in equation (22) by replacing the respective variables for D1
with variables for D2. For all independent loss scenarios we
getE[MD2 ;G ] = 1. For shared source link loss, E[MD2 ;S ]

can be calculated using the distribution from equation (4) with
R = 1 together with equations (5) and (6). For all loss scenarios
E[MD2 ;I ] will be estimated by simulation.

The feedback delay for protocol D2 consists only of feed-
back propagation delay, which can be calculated the same way



as in equation (23), again by replacing the respective variables.
E[KD2 ;S ] is the maximum number of transmission rounds re-
quired for delivery to all DER nodes andE[KD2 ;I ] is the max-
imum number of transmission rounds required for delivery to
all receivers in all DER groups, both using parity transmission.
E[KD2 ;S ] andE[KD2 ;I ] will both be estimated by simulation
for all loss scenarios.

The coding delay for protocol D2 is calculated the same way
as for protocol C with equation (21). We assume that the parity
packets coded by the source are sufficient for transmission from
the DER nodes to the receivers and no additional parity packets
have to be coded by the DER nodes.

VII. L ATENCY COMPARISON

In the following, the completion time measureE[Dnorm ] is
compared for the protocols C, D1 and D2. The influence of the
parametersp, Z, cd andR on the protocols is evaluated for the
homogeneous independent loss scenario. The scalability with
the number of receivers of protocols C and D2 is compared for
the different loss scenarios using the measure of relative per-
formance. Unless stated otherwise, a constant packet size of
P = 2kB will be assumed. Through measurements with the
FEC coder introduced in [17] on a SUN SPARC-20 workstation
we gotcd = 120 � 10�6s. The constant packet throughput is set
to � = 25=s. 6 We setRTT = 0:1s = 6d and the packet loss
probability, that a receiver sees, top = 0:01. The DER group
size isZ = 30 and the number of receivers isR = 104.

A. Homogeneous Independent loss
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Fig. 10. Completion timeE[Dnorm] dependent on number of backbone hops
for homogeneous independent loss: C vs. D1 vs. D2,p = 0:01, Z = 30,
R = 104, cd = 120 � 10�6s.

In our tree model (Figure 2) we have a variable numberwb of
physical hops for the backbone links. The absolute totalRTT
between source and receiver is constant, but the fraction of the
delay that is incurred on the backbone links is larger whenwb in-
creases. In Figure 10 we see that the completion time increases
slightly with increasing number of backbone hops for protocol

6A packet throughput of� = 25=s has been reported by Bolot [25] for a
loaded IP path between Sophia Antipolis, France (INRIA) and London (UCL).

C. The transmission delay, the feedback propagation delay and
the coding delay are not influenced by a larger number of back-
bone hops, since the additional hops are loss free and the total
RTT stays constant. However, the feedback suppression delay
increases with an increasing number of backbone hops, since it
is proportional to the propagation delay in between receivers.
The completion time for protocol D1 decreases by no more than
10% with k = 7 and an increasing number of backbone hops.
The delay for D2 decreases slightly less. Of all delay contribu-
tions, only the feedback propagation delay decreases due to the
reduced RTT within the DER groups required for local retrans-
mission. Since more retransmission rounds must be performed
in the case of original packet retransmission, a smaller RTT has
a stronger effect onE[Dnorm ] for D1 than for D2. We also see
for all protocols that the larger the transmission group sizek,
the smaller the influence of an increasing number of backbone
hops. This is due to the larger impact of the transmission de-
lay for large transmission groups, such that the feedback delay
contributions that depend onwb become relatively unimportant.
We also found that the influence ofwb does not increase with a
number of receiversR > 104. However, the influence ofwb in-
creases and decreases with the packet throughput, as delay con-
tributions other than the transmission delay become more impor-
tant. Since the influence ofwb on the quality of the comparison
is not considerable, we will setwb := 1 from now on.
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Fig. 11. Completion timeE[Dnorm ] dependent on DER group sizeZ for
homogeneous independent loss: C vs. D1 vs. D2,p = 0:01, R = 104,
cd = 120 � 10�6s,wb = 1.

We can see in Figure 11 that protocol C performs better than
protocol D1 in most of the range ofZ: for k = 7, C performs
better than D1 for values ofZ > 80, for k = 100, C performs
better than D1 for DER group sizes ofZ > 6. For both pro-
tocols, larger transmission group sizes are an advantage. More
thorough inspection of the results showed that the dominating
delay contribution for protocol D1 is the transmission delayDt.
The transmission delay for protocol D1 increases with the group
size because the receivers incur latency for unnecessary packet
receptions. For protocol C, the feedback suppression delay in-
creases forZ ! 1. The number of feedback messages for pro-
tocol C is set to be equal toZ, such that for small values ofZ,
the feedback suppression delay is very large. Protocol D2 per-



forms better than protocol C for all values ofZ. However, for
a TG sizek = 100, the difference between C and D2 is very
small. The performance of protocol D2 is hardly influenced by
Z. We look at the delay until the last receiver of allR receivers
has received all packets. With parity transmission, the last re-
ceiver will not receive any unnecessary packets, no matter how
large the DER group size is. In fact the transmission delay is the
same for protocol C and D2. The feedback propagation delay,
however, is lower for protocol D2. Protocol D2 performs better
than protocol D1 over the whole range ofZ.
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To explore the influence of the coding constantcd in Figure 12
we choose values forcd of 10�4 � cd � 10�2. The lower
bound ofcd = 10�4 was measured on a SPARC 20 workstation.
For small values ofcd, the relative performance of the protocols
as seen before is not changed. D1 performs better than C for
small k and vice versa for largek. D2 performs better than
both C and D1 for smallcd. Only for very large values ofcd
and k, the coding delay for C and D2 becomes so dominant
that they perform worse than D1. For the default value ofcd =

120 � 10�6s, we saw that protocol D2 performs better than D1
in the rest of the parameter space. Thus, from now on we will
leave out protocol D1 from our comparison.

It can be seen in Figure 13 that protocol D2 performs better
than protocol C over the whole range of packet loss probabilities
p. The reason is the smaller feedback propagation delay of the
distributed scheme. The completion time increases withp for
both protocols, but less steeply for protocol C. The reason is a
decrease of the feedback suppression delay for protocol C with
increasingp. The performance difference between C and D2 for
largek is very small. This is because we look at the last receiver,
such that the benefit of parallel transmission in the DER groups
is partly lost.

It can be seen in Figure 14 that both protocol C and D2 scale
very well with the number of receivers. Protocol D2 performs
better than C over the whole range ofR. For largek, C comes
close to the performance of D2. D2 has a smaller feedback prop-
agation delay and is through the constant DER group size hardly
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influenced by the increasing number of receivers. For proto-
col C, both the transmission delay and the feedback propagation
delay increase with an increasing number of receivers. How-
ever, the feedback suppression delay decreases and the increas-
ing feedback propagation delay is masked by the transmission
delay for large TG sizesk.

B. Other loss scenarios

In Figure 15 the scalability of protocols C and D2 in the case
of a large numbers of receivers is compared for the four dif-
ferent loss scenarios. Heterogeneous loss is modeled by90%

low loss receivers with the packet loss probabilityp = 0:01
and10% high loss receivers with a packet loss probability of
ph = 0:25. With Intra-group heterogeneous loss there is a very
slight improvement of the performance of protocol C relative to
D2 compared to homogeneous loss. The feedback suppression
delay for protocol C decreases even more than with homoge-
neous loss. This is due to the larger number of potential feed-
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back senders. For large transmission groups, the transmission
delay is too dominating to make the influence of the decreasing
feedback suppression delay visible. The effect ofinter-group
heterogeneous loss is much the same as with intra-group hetero-
geneous loss. The discontinuity in the curve appears, when the
first high loss group is introduced among theG DER groups.7

Finally, shared source link loss does not make any noticeable
difference to homogeneous independent loss. For calculation of
the number of transmission, shared loss can be modeled through
a smaller number of receiversRindep experiencing independent
loss (see Section IV). This improves the performance of both
protocols, with a slight advantage for C. Shared loss does not
have a great influence on the other delay contributions, such that
the overall effect of shared loss is negligible.

C. Burst loss

We showed in the bandwidth Section (Section V) that burst
loss increases the number of transmissions per packet and there-
fore the number of transmission rounds will also be increased.
The performance advantage of protocol D2 over C compared to
homogeneous loss will thus be even more striking when consid-
ering latency than it was when considering bandwidth. How-
ever, if transmission group sizesk are large enough to span sev-
eral burst loss periods, the receivers essentially see a random
non-bursty loss pattern. For large TG sizesk, protocol C then
comes close to protocol D2. Our results on relative latency per-
formance will stay qualitatively valid also for bursty loss pat-
terns.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

A. Summary of results

We compared the performance of one CER protocol (C), us-
ing parity transmission for error recovery, and two DER proto-
cols, one using parity transmission (D2), and one using origi-
nal data retransmission (D1) in terms of bandwidth and latency.

7In our simulation, we can only allow for natural numbers of high loss groups.

Since D2 outperforms D1 in all cases, we further only consid-
ered D2.

We found that parity transmission for error recovery gives
performance improvements to both schemes at almost no cost.
Even coding schemes with complexityO(k2) contribute neg-
ligible delay, let alone recently discovered schemes with com-
plexityO(k) [19]. Parity transmission also guarantees excellent
scalability for both DER and CER. For large transmission group
sizes, the performance of CER comes close to the performance
of D2. Considering the negligible coding delay, other issues in
the comparison CER/DER now gain more importance (e.g. con-
gestion control and network deployment).

Our results showed that DER clearly exhibits superior band-
width performance if transmissions suffer from burst loss or
very heterogeneous loss patterns among receivers. CER can
partly catch up with DER, if larger transmission group sizes are
used. In terms of latency, the diverse loss patterns have almost
no influence on the relative performance of DER and CER: for
large transmission group sizes, CER comes close to DER.

We have derived most of our results using a simple tree model
with homogeneous, independent loss at the receivers. With re-
sults from varying loss models, and integration of MBone per-
formance measurements, we showed that our tree model is valid.

B. Why CER is desirable

The excellent performance of DER does not come for free.
To perform local retransmissions, there has to be either network
support or support from the receivers. This means either that
routers or users must devote part of their workstation processing
time to performing retransmissions for other users. In the case
of network support, protocol deployment and the choice of the
DER nodes is a serious practical problem.

DER attempts to perform retransmissions as close as possible
to the point of loss. In case of congestion, congestion control
must be performed. However, congestion control for multicast
with distributed error recovery seems to us a much more difficult
problem than in case of CER.

For DER, the receivers must be organized in groups according
to some metric. In order to adapt to changing network charac-
teristics, dynamic grouping is recommended. A self-organizing
technique with network support as a solution to this problem
was proposed in [26]. The complexity of a dynamic grouping is
at leastO(R).
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